
Cribsheet to Walkfinder
Without wishing to be patronising in any way, I thought some members might find it helpful to have
a few notes for the essential functions of inputting and editing walks.

A short step by step guide to entering a walk:

1. Click on the Submit a Walk via Walkfinder option under the Walking menu on the 
Northallerton Ramblers website. This will take you to the Ramblers HQ website.

2. Enter your email address/password (if it hasn't been filled in). Click Login.
3. Fill in mandatory fields (marked by an asterix) …
4. These are:

a) Date enter a date for the walk
b) Title provide a short but helpful title, eg “Rosebury Topping bluebell walk”
c) Description a sentence or two of description about your walk. Try to emphasise its 

attractiveness and why walkers should join it. 
d) Group most people will only be a contributor to Northallerton Rmblers so 

this will be automatically selected. If you contribute to other groups select the correct 
one.

e) Linear or Circular the default is Circular which is the norm for our group.
f) Starting point see notes below on setting the starting point.
g) Show exact starting point this should always be selected.
h) Start time set the start time hours and minutes.
i) Restriction leave this set to Public.
j) Contact details select your name from the pull down list and this will automatically 

fill in telephone numbers etc.
k) Difficulty select Leisurely (corresponds to our Easy), Moderate or Strenuous.
l) Distance input the length of the walk miles or kilometres.

5. …. and then click Save and next step.
6. If you want to suggest alternative dates for the walk, enter them in the Additional details 

field. The Walk Secretary, when he approves the walk, will change the date as necessary 
after consulting the submitter (you!). DO NOT FILL OUT ANY OTHER FIELDS ON 
THE SECOND PAGE. Go to the bottom of the page and click Save and Submit. 

7. Click on Return to walks & events.
8. And that's it!!!

To edit a walk you have already submitted:

1. Follow steps 1. through to 2. above.
2. Click Group walks and events manager.
3. Click the Action field at the RH end of the entry you wish to edit and select Edit. This will 

take you into the editor for that walk. Fill out as required.

How to reuse a past walk:

1. Follow steps 1. through to 2. in first section above.
2. Click Group walks and events manager.
3. Under Show walks by … select a range of dates of a past walk by entering dates in the Date

from/to fields.
4. Click Search button.
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5. In the list of walks displayed, identify the walk you want to copy. Click the Action field at 
the RH end of that entry and select Copy.

6. This will take you into the editor for that walk. Fill out as required.

How to set the start point of the walk:

1. Under Starting Point, type in the rough location of the start, say Scruton.
2. Click the View on a larger map button under the small map on the RH side of the screen 
3. On this map you can drag the startpoint pointer to wherever you want (you may have to 

zoom out first to get it roughly in the right place, and then zoom in again to set it more 
precisely). Note also that you can change the map to a different type, eg, Ordnance Survey

4. When you are happy, click the Save position button.
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Walkfinder Fields

Field Name What it contains

Date Your preferred date for the walk.

Title Choose a short title that includes information about the location of the 
walk.

Description The most important additional details about the walk.

Group Northallerton. (This is the default unless you are a member of multiple 
groups.)

Is this walk? Circular or Linear (default is Circular).

Starting Point Enter approximate place name, postcode or OS 2-letter 6-figure grid 
reference (eg TQ173437) to find location. View on large map to check and
move point.

Location Details Description of start point, eg, “Park at Berry's Farm Shop”. Leave “Show 
exact start point ticked unless there is very good reason not to do so.

Start Time Set Start Time hours and minutes, usually 10 and 00.

Restriction Leave as “Public” unless good reason.

Difficulty Select Leisurely (corresponds to our Easy), Moderate or Strenuous as 
appropriate. 

Distance Set distance in miles to one decimal place, eg, 10.4

Contact details Use the search facility to select your name. Your name, and contact details 
will automatically be filled in.

Additional Details Use this field to provide alternative dates (to the one provided in the date 
field) when you could do the walk. Martin will use this if he has a clash of 
dates with other submissions.

Ian
04/02/15
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